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A Very Short Introduction 

 

o, you ask, what is this PDF? The answer is, it’s both a web enhancement and a list of errata/corrections for some of 
the material in the Grimoire Viperian. You get some new rules and character optimization advice, plus a list of some 
other stuff that needed fixing. Bonus!  

Probably the most important things included in the web enhancement/errata are changes, clarifications and additions to 
the shapeshifter base class, pyro base class, and various prestige classes. The base classes now have more options than 
ever before and more powerful abilities, thanks to new feats, talents, and alternate forms. The clan warchief classes have 
been slightly revamped and some rule glitches have been addressed, making them much more viable and able to hold 
their own in any party of adventurers. Several other prestige classes have received needed boosts to their hit dice, BAB 
progression, certain save progressions, and in some cases, special abilities. 

As always, I hope you enjoy this as much as I enjoyed putting it together! 

 

Steven F. Johnson 

Magic Skull Games 

 

 

S 
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Web Enhancements

The Web Enhancements section provides new rules for 
some of the content in the Grimoire Viperian.  

The first of the new rules are suggested Grimoire Viperian 
spell lists for other base classes from the Advanced Player’s 
Guide and Ultimate Magic. 

The web enhancement also includes general discussions 
and tips for building and playing a shapeshifter or pyro 
character. After that, exciting new feats are presented for 
both the shapeshifter and pyros base classes, and a few 
handy new pyro talents, as well.  

New magic items for the pyro and shapeshifter are also 
included, as well as rules for adapting existing druidic 
magic items for use by shapeshifters. 

But, equally important as these web enhancements are, 
don’t forget to read the Errata/Corrections section for 
import changes and clarifications to numerous other rules 
that will have a significant impact on their use within the 
game. 

All these web enhancements and errata seriously enhance 
and improve the playability, flavor and excitement of the 
affected Grimoire Viperian material. In particular, players 
and GMs will find that the shapeshifter, pyro and clan 
warchiefs are now more powerful and interesting to play, 
both as characters and NPCs or villains. 

Remember what was said in the introduction (assuming 
you read it)? Bonus! So, without further ado, here are the 
web enhancements.
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Grimoire Viperian Spells for Other Base Classes 

 

he Grimoire Viperian introduced many new spells. 
The main idea for these spells was to provide 
supporting, flavorful magic for the new Grimoire 

Viperian prestige classes, eldtrich path feats, and 
supernatural sign abilities, and to give a shot in the arm of 
new magic for the caster classes in the core rules. There 
really was no initial intention to create spells specifically 
for the new base classes in the Advanced Player’s Guide and 
Ultimate Magic. The new base classes from these non-core 
books were new enough, after all, and there were other 
things in the Grimoire Viperian they could use, such as the 
Eldritch Path feats and several of the prestige classes. At 
the same time, there definitely was no intention to “snub” 
the base classes from the non-core books, the new spells 
were just not created with them in mind.  

That being said, many of the Grimoire Viperian spells can 
and do fit the other new base classes just fine, so why not 
let them be used? The deciding moment came when a 
request was received basically asking, “Hey, which of 
these new spells are usable by alchemists, summoners and 
the other new base classes?” So that was it, the decision 
was made to go ahead and create Grimoire Viperian spell 
lists for them, as well. Run these lists by your GM for 
approval, bribe him or her with a cupcake, and maybe 
you’ll get to add these spells to your character’s repertoire! 

The following list displays the Grimoire Viperian spells 
suggested for use with the base classes from the Advanced 
Player’s Guide and Ultimate Magic. Enjoy! 

 

 

Alchemist Formulae 

 

2ND–LEVEL ALCHEMIST FORMULAE 

Chill grasp, serpent strike, serpent’s wrath, speed of the mamba, 
tremorsense 

 

3RD–LEVEL ALCHEMIST FORMULAE 

Infernal pillar of fire, serpentine reflexes, serpent sneak attack, 
skill of the rogue, zombie form 

 

4TH-LEVEL ALCHEMIST FORMULAE 

Aura of venom, lightning shield 

 

6TH-LEVEL ALCHEMIST FORMULAE 

Fire gems, greater fire shield, sweet water 

 

Anti- paladin Spells 

 

2ND-LEVEL ANTI-PALADIN SPELLS 

Bleeding wounds, plague whip 

 

3RD -LEVEL ANTI-PALADIN SPELLS 

Vultures of death 

 

4TH-LEVEL ANTI-PALADIN SPELLS 

Plague wind, zombie form 

 

5TH-LEVEL ANTI-PALADIN SPELLS 

Curse of the epidemic 

 

T 
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Inquisitor Spells 

 

2ND–LEVEL INQUISITOR SPELLS 

Plague whip, shield of arcane imperviousness 

 

3RD-LEVEL INQUISITOR SPELLS 

Serpent strike 

 

4TH-LEVEL INQUISITOR SPELLS 

Luminous retribution, plague wind 

 

5TH-LEVEL INQUISITOR SPELLS 

Brilliant energy weapon, luminous 
wrath, skill of the rogue 

 

Oracle Spells 

 

2ND-LEVEL ORACLE 
SPELLS 

Bleeding wounds, plague whip, 
shield of arcane imperviousness, 
summon snake swarm. 

 

3RD-LEVEL ORACLE SPELLS 

Deathly familiar, serpent strike, summon 
venomous snake swarm, vultures of death  

 

4TH-LEVEL ORACLE SPELLS 

Luminous retribution, plague wind, summon slime and fungi, 
zombie form 

 

5TH-LEVEL ORACLE SPELLS 

Brilliant energy weapon, curse of the epidemic deadly 
nightshade, luminous wrath, skill of the rogue 

 

6TH –LEVEL ORACLE SPELLS 

Cone of venom, divine light weapon, wall of serpents  

Magus Spells 

 

2ND–LEVEL MAGUS SPELLS 

Chill grasp, plague whip, serpent strike, serpent’s wrath, speed 
of the mamba, tremorsense 

 

3RD-LEVEL MAGUS SPELLS 

Bleeding wounds, chariot of the warlord, devouring cloud, 
infernal pillar of fire, serpentine reflexes, serpentine weapon, 
serpent sneak attack, skill of the rogue, trident of the helldukes, 
zombie form 

 

4TH-LEVEL MAGUS SPELLS 

Aura of venom, balor wings, flaming weapon, 
lesser numbing wind, lightning shield, 

magma spray, phantom draught horse, 
phantom warhorse, rain of fire, 
trident of seafury, vein of magma 

 

5TH-LEVEL MAGUS SPELLS 

Cone of venom, corruption of 
entropy, flame wave, plague 
scythe of entropy, sonic boom 

 

6TH-LEVEL MAGUS SPELLS 

Freezing wall, greater fire shield, 
ravenous fire, wall of crashing waves, 

wall of living fire, wall of serpents 

 

Summoner Spells 

 

1ST –LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Dagger swarm, minor 

 

2ND –LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Serpent strike, serpent’s wrath, speed of the mamba, summon 
snake swarm, virulent venom 

 

3RD -LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 
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Chariot of the warlord, clutch of stone, curse of the mandrake, 
devouring cloud, infernal pillar of fire, lesser dagger swarm, 
serpentine reflexes, summon venomous snake swarm, vultures of 
death 

 

4TH -LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Black swords, greater dagger swarm, lesser amphisbaena call, 
lightning shield, phantom draught horse, phantom warhorse, 
summon slime and fungi 

 

5TH -LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Serpent coils 

 

6TH-LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Freezing wall, greater fire shield, sweet water, wall of crashing 
waves, wall of living fire, wall of serpents 

 

7TH -LEVEL SUMMONER SPELLS 

Greater amphisbaena call, wall of hurricane winds 

 

Witch Spells 

 
1ST –LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Dagger swarm, minor 

 

2ND–LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Chill grasp, serpent strike, serpent’s wrath, speed of the mamba, 
summon snake swarm, tremorsense, virulent venom 

 

3RD-LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Bleeding wounds, clutch of stone, curse of the mandrake, deathly 
familiar, devouring cloud, infernal pillar of fire, lesser dagger 
swarm, lesser ghost serpent, lesser serpentine whip, serpentine 
reflexes, serpentine weapon, serpent sneak attack, skill of the 
rogue, summon venomous snake swarm, vultures of death, 
zombie form 

 

4TH-LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Aura of venom, balor wings, black swords, deadly nightshade, 
greater dagger swarm, greater ghost serpent, lesser amphisbaena 
call, lightning shield, python rod, screaming gate, summon slime 
and fungi 

 

5TH-LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Cone of venom, corruption of entropy, curse of the epidemic, 
plague scythe of entropy, serpent coils, quicksand, viper rod 

 

6TH-LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Greater fire shield, sentient serpent, sweet water 

 

7TH -LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Cone of vitriol, create vampiric serpent, greater amphisbaena call 

 

8TH -LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Drowning, suffocating earth 

 

9TH -LEVEL WITCH SPELLS 

Dread cyclone 
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Pyro Discussion 

The Pyro -  More Than Just a “Fire” 

Rogue 

Here we discuss what makes the pyro different than a 
rogue and how best to play one! 

The most important factor for the pyro is the lack of sneak 
attack, the other is the focus on using a torch as a weapon, 
and all the pyro abilities packed into the class that go 
along with it. This class is not a trap disarmer, either, and 
doesn't have the amount of skill points per level that a 
rogue has. So, it leaves the sneak attack, skill monkey and 
trap disarmer niche to the rogue. The pyro has access to 
several rogue talents, but not all of them, and has several 
unique talents of its own. The pyro has a very different 
play style and distinctly different flavor from a rogue 
(well, at least different enough that it definitely won't feel 
just like a rogue!).  

As a pyro you won't be contantly jockeying for a sneak 
attack by hiding in shadows or going invisible, or always 
sent up to disarm those nasty traps, but 
you will be dealing decent damage for 
a two-weapon meleer with the added 
bonus of potentially igniting 
opponents struck by your torch and 
having a bag full of tricks with which 
to spring deadly and often 
debilitating surprises on your 
opponents (such as exploding 
torches, smoking torches, sparking 
torches, breathing fire, etc.), while also 
providing good support to your allies 
(both by providing flanking bonuses 
and distracting attacks, and by 
buffing allies with special torches 
that imbue their weapons with 
flame and other energy types). 
You'll have more than enough 
skills to be versatile and useful, 
and you’ll make a good scout (just 
remember to douse the torch while 
scouting). Also, you'll be the guy who 
volunteers to carry the torch so the non-darkvision 
characters can see, and you'll be glad to do it because of 
the nasty uses you can put that torch to!  

The pyro class has a unique set of class ability choices that 

let you build your own, unique character. This is similar to 
the barbarian, magus and alchemist, who have a variety of 
rage powers, magus arcana, and special bombs and 
discoveries to choose from. 
 

Tip:  Optimizing the Pyro 

So how do you optimize your pyro character? In some 
ways it’s a lot like a rogue, but with a few notable 
differences. 

Statistics 

A high Dexterity is important for a pyro, not only to help 
their armor class, Reflex saves and Dexterity skills, but 
also when attacking with shortswords and torches, since 
pyros can use Weapon Finesse with those weapons. Pyros 
with a high Dex and Weapon Finesse who also acquire 
Rapier proficiency can be very effective, since they can 
leverage Weapon Finesse to hit opponents and take 
advantage of the rapier’s higher critical threat range.  
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A good Strength score is useful for a pyro to hit and 
damage with their main hand weapon and torch attacks, 
the latter of which do fairly low bludgeoning damage and 
rely on extra fire damage for a boost. Strength is more 
important for a pyro than for a rogue, since the pyro 
doesn’t have the rogue’s massive sneak attack damage 
bonus. If you don’t want to go the Weapon Finesse route, 
you can make a ½ orc bruiser pyro with a high Strength 
score and wield an exotic one-handed weapon such as a 
bastard sword in the main hand, or go dwarf and wield a 
dwarven waraxe.  Some bonus in Dexterity is still 
recommended for two-weapon fighting. The bastard 
sword build also offers some interesting alternatives, since 
a bastard sword can be used two-handed. The bruiser 
could then switch-hit between two-weapon fighting and 
using a two-handed weapon, and imbue his two-handed 
weapon with the flaming quality. Admittedly, the two-
handed weapon pyro is not very effective compared to a 
pyro using a torch, since so many pyro abilities rely on a 
torch to ignite opponents, but it can be a fun flavor 
character to play. 

Constitution helps the pyro’s hit points and Fortitude 
saves, and is a good choice to pump up if you can. 

Intelligence is good for a pyro, since it affects the number 
of special torches he can create per day. It also improves 
his skills and improves the DCs of certain special torch 
attacks. 

Charisma is only important for a pyro who wants to 
maximize the distracting torch special torch attack, which 
relies on using the Bluff skill to feint in combat. 

Special Torch Attacks 

There are several of these that the pyro can choose from, 
and they’re all pretty handy, but there are a few that can 
be particularly effective: blazing torch, immolation, fire 
breather, and penetrating torch. Blazing torch, fire breather 
and immolation seriously increase the pyro’s daily damage 
output, while penetrating torch lends a small damage boost 
and more importantly, it lets the pyro mitigate an 
opponent’s fire resistance.  

Special Torches 

Special torches are the bread and butter of the pyro and 
are the source of some of his most potent and useful tricks. 
Any one of these torch types are handy, and any of the 
ones that let the pyro imbue a weapon with an energy type 
or other effect are excellent. Witchlight torch is particularly 
useful since it causes cold damage instead of fire damage 
and can be used to transform fire breather and immolation 

damage to cold damage. Blazing torch gives a nice bonus to 
torch damage right off the bat, and improves the threat 
range. These torches also count as magic weapons. 

Distract/ Feint 

Empower the pyro’s standard +2 bonus to hit targets 
denied their Dexterity bonus by taking the distracting torch 
torch attack. This allows the pyro to feint vs. an opponent 
to deny them their Dex bonus and gain an additional +1 to 
hit on top of the pyro’s +2 bonus, for a total of +3 to hit. 
Since Distracting Torch lets the pyro feint as a move 
action, he can distract and attack in the same round. If the 
pyro is flanking the distracted target, he then gets another 
+3 to hit, for a whopping total of +6 to hit with a torch in 
that round. If the pyro has sneak attack from levels of 
rogue, things are going to get ugly for his opponents. 

Catch Off- Guard with Disarm 

A pyro who combines a successful disarm maneauver 
with his innate Catch Off-Guard feat treats the target as 
flat-footed (unless they have Improved Unarmed Strike or 
natural attacks) when attacking with his torch. This not 
only neutralizes the opponent’s attacks, it gives the pyro a 
nice bonus to hit, and opens the door for a blinding torch 
strike if the pyro has that special attack. If the pyro has 
levels of rogue, he can also apply sneak attack damage on 
top of torch damage. 

Pyro Talents 

Pyro talents are like rogue talents, and in fact many of 
them are identical. However, there are plenty of unique 
pyro talents that nicely boost the pyro’s offense and other 
capabilities. Some of the most useful talents are listed 
below: 

 Igniter increases the pyro’s torch igniting range, a core 
ability of the class where a lof of extra damage comes 
from.  

 Torch and Steel, Improved/Greater Torch and Steel 

are invaluable for a pyro who wields two weapons. 

 Fire Arrows lets a pyro with a crossbow (or a bow if 
he acquires the proficiency) become a dangerous 
ranged attacker with the potential of igniting targets.  

 Additional Special Torch Attack advanced talent is 
self-explanatory in its usefulness.  

 Brimstone Mixture lets a pyro transform some fire 
damage into holy or unholy damage vs. outsiders, 
who are often resistant or immune to fire. 
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 Defensive Roll, Improved Evasion and Resiliency 
can save the pyro’s life time and again. 

Skills 

Craft (alchemy), Acrobatics, Perception, and Stealth (for 
scouting or spying with an unlit torch at the ready or for 
escaping) are useful for a pyro. Climb and Escape Artist 
will come in handy, and some ranks in their Knowledge 
skills can make them useful, as well. Use Magic Device can 
help in a pinch of the party caster or healer is down and 
there’s no one else to make use of their wand, scroll or 
other items. A good Ride skill can also help, both for speed 
on the battlefield, plus the higher ground attack bonus. 
Unlike a rogue, the pyro won’t be sneaking in combat very 
often, and being able to move around fast for flanking 
bonuses is a big deal for the pyro. However, the pyro is 
still flexible enough that you can easily design a sneaky, 
hiding version – the pyro’s torches just have to be unlit but 
ready for use when the time comes to strike. 

Feats 

 Weapon Finesse is excellent for a pyro with a high 
Dex score and low Strength score.  

 Two-Weapon Fighting, Improved Two-Weapon 

Fighting and Greater Two-Weapon Fighting are 
excellent choices for pyros, who make good two-
weapon fighters when using a one-handed weapon in 
their main hand and a torch in the off hand. Note that 
the pyro can get these feats by taking the pyro torch 
and steel talents, and in some cases the pyro talents 
have easier prerequisites. 

 Several new pyro feats from this web enhancement let 
the pyro pack additional punch: Torch Weapon 

Mastery, Master of Arson, Master Fire Breather, 
Master Immolator, Extra Special Torch Attack, 
Double Torch Strike, Extra Pyro Talent, Extra Special 
Torches, and Inferno Torch stand out as very good 
choices. Check out the other pyro feats, as well. 

 Combat Reflexes is a nice feat for any melee type with 
a Dexterity bonus, and a pyro should always have a 
decent Dexterity.  

 Weapon Focus helps mitigate the pyro’s lower BAB 
progression.  

 Double Slice and Two-Weapon Rend improve the 
pyro’s melee damage. 

 A pyro with the Dodge, Mobility and Spring Attack 

feats can spring (no pun intended) some nasty 

surprises on his foes and still put some distance 
between himself and them.  

 Improved Initiative is important for getting the edge 
in combat.  

 Exotic Weapon Proficiency (Bastard Sword) provides 
the pyro with a nice main hand weapon and enables 
the pyro to switch-hit between two-weapon fighting 
and fighting with a two-handed weapon. However, 
since the bastard sword can’t be finessed, the pyro will 
need a good Strength score to be effective. 

 Exotic Weapon Proficiency (Falcata or Khopesh - 

APG) provide the pyro with a nice one-handed 
weapon with a good critical threat range. The 
khopesh, while not having as high a critical multiplier 
as the falcata, is also a trip weapon. Like the bastard 
sword, these weapons can’t be finessed, so using them 
requires a good Strength score to be effective. 

 Vital Strike is useful when the pyro can only make 
one attack in a round, such as when moving more than 
five feet in combat. 

 Power Attack may not be the best choice for a two-
weapon fighter who already incurs attack roll 
penalties, but it can be useful when a pyro is wielding 
a non-light weapon in his main hand. Also, for high 
Strength pyros who use a bastard sword to switch-hit 
between two-weapon fighting and fighting with a 
two-handed weapon, Power Attack can be nice. 

 If your pyro learns the distracting torch attack, then he 
gets Improved Feint for free, which is a prerequisite 
for several other nice feinting feats such as Deceptive 
Exchange (UC), Disengaging Feint (UC), 
Disengaging Flourish (UC), Disengaging Shot (UC), 
Greater Feint, Two-Weapon Feint (UC), Improved 
Two-Weapon Feint (UC), and Passing Trick (UC). 

Magic Items and Buff Spells 

The pyro benefits from many of the same magic items and 
buff spells that work well on rogues, such as magic 
weapons and armor, rings of protection, boots of striding and 
springing, cat’s grace, bear’s endurance, blur, bull’s strength, 
displacement, haste, heroism, invisibility, and spider climb, to 
name a few. Magic belts that enhance the pyro’s strength 
and constitution will go a long way to improving his 
damage and survivability. 

A pyro with a fire protection item or buff can even 
withstand the effects of his own sparking torch attack, 
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sizzling nearby opponents while still remaining within 
melee range.  

Magic weapons with different energy types such as frost 
and shocking are handy for the pyro in case they face fire 
resistant opponents. They can always imbue their own 
weapons using their special torches, but having a 
permanent energy weapon frees up their imbue ability for 
their other weapons or for those of their party members. 

 

Tip:  Pyros vs. Fire Resistant/ Immune 

Opponents 

At first glance, fire resistant or immune opponents might 
seem like the pyro’s worst nightmare. The good news is, 
the pyro base class has several ways of dealing with these 
pesky non-flammable types: 

 Pyros can choose to learn how to make witchlight 
torches which burn with a cold flame, causing cold 
damage instead of fire. Targets ignited by a witchlight 
torch suffer cold damage instead of fire damage. 
These torches can also be used with the fire breather 
and immolation abilities to transform fire damage into 
cold. 

 Pyros can take the penetrating torch special torch 
attack, which lets them bypass a certain amount of 
fire resistance with their torches. At higher levels, the 
amount of fire resistance bypassed increases 
significantly.  

 Pyros with the brimstone mixture talent (introduced in 
this web enhancement) can convert half their fire 
damage to holy or unholy damage. Multi-class 
pyro/inquisitors with the Inquisitor’s Fire feat gain a 
new judgement which lets them do the same thing 
and also increases their daily judgement uses. 

 As pyros go up in level, their torch fire damage 
increases. Granted, this won't help vs. fire immune 
creatures, but it will help get past fire resistance  

 If a Pyro learns the dancing torch, pyrotechnic torch, 
smoking torch, sparking torch, thundering torch or 
witchlight torch attacks, he still has a means to deal 
with enemies without resorting to fire, and he can 
use some of those torches to imbue his standard 
weapons and those of his allies with shocking, 
thundering, and frost qualities.  

 Pyros are intended to (but not limited to) fight with a 
standard weapon such as a short sword in their main 
hand and a torch (which inflicts bludgeoning 
damage in addition to fire damage) in their off hand, 
so they aren’t 100% reliant on fire damage for their 
attacks. There’s also nothing stopping the pyro from 
dropping his torch and pulling out a backup off-
hand weapon when faced with an opponent that’s 
immune to fire. 

 The pyro also has a lot of other tricks up his sleeve. 
His ability to imbue weapons with energy types 
makes him a good buffer. Distracting torch can make 
opponents lose their dexterity bonus, opening the 
door for a rogue to sneak attack. The pyro gains an 
extra bonus to hit opponents that are denied their 
dexterity bonus and an extra flanking bonus when 
flanking with a torch. He's also got a big skill pool to 
draw from and if he puts ranks in Craft (Alchemy) he 
can benefit the party with alchemical items.  
 

Tip:  Pyros vs. Damage Reduction 

 Damage reduction/magic: Pyros may deal with 
opponents who have damage reduction/magic by 
using special torch attacks that make their torches 
count as magic weapons, such as blazing torch, 
thundering torch, and witchlight torch. They may 
use special torches to imbue their other weapons 
(short sword, etc.) with energy types such as flaming, 
shocking, frost, ghost touch, and thundering, so that the 
target suffers energy damage on top of weapon 
damage. Imbued weapons also count as magic 
weapons. 

 Damage reduction/silver: Versus opponents with 
damage reduction/silver, pyros may use silversheen 
to coat their torches, making them count as silver 
bludgeoning weapons. Granted, silversheen is a 
magic item that requires Craft Wondrous Item to 
make, so its availability may be scarce. 

 Pyros should seek out or invest in magic, silver, and 
cold iron short swords and other weapons they are 
proficient in, for scenarios where their torch attacks 
can’t get past the target’s damage reduction.  
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New Pyro Feats 

Cunning Torch and Steel 

Opponents are bemused by your unorthodox torch and 
steel fighting style and are unused to defending against it. 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, Catch Off-
Guard, Two-Weapon Fighting. 

Benefits: When you fight with a simple, martial or exotic 
(non-torch) melee weapon in one hand and a torch in the 
other hand, opponents often overlook your torch as a 
threat. On the first round that you attack a target, you gain 
a +2 bonus on all attack and damage rolls with your torch 
and your torch inflicts x3 damage on a critical hit. The 
damage bonus only applies to the torch bludgeoning 
damage, not torch fire damage. This feat applies every 
time you engage a new target for the first time, but it only 
works once per combat on each opponent. This ability has 
no effect against other pyros. The benefits of this feat 
cannot be combined with sneak attacks, if the pyro has 
sneak attack from another class or ability. A pyro with 
sneak attack must choose to either use this feat or the 
sneak attack on the first round of engagement. 
 

Divine Fire 

Your pyro skills synergize with and fuel your faith.  

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, ability to cast 
1st-level divine spells, Chaos, Destruction or Fire domain 
(or any fire subdomain) or oracle Flame mystery. 

Benefits: You count half your pyro levels as cleric levels for 
determining which domain granted powers you can use 
and their effects. For example, a cleric 3/pyro 6 counts as a 
6th-level cleric when using the Fire domain fire bolt power, 
and also gains the domain's fire resistance power. These 
benefits apply to only one domain which you must select 
when taking this feat. 

If you are an oracle, you count half your pyro levels as 
oracle levels for determining how many flame revelations 
you get and the effectiveness of their powers. For example, 
a flame oracle 2/pyro 2 counts as a 3rd-level oracle for 
determining revelations, and so has two Flame revelations 
instead of one. When using a Flame revelation power, he 
counts as a 3rd level oracle. 

Special: If you have levels of both cleric and oracle, this 
feat applies to only one of those classes. The choice must 
be made upon taking the feat, and cannot be changed. 
 

Double Torch Strike 

Striking the target with your torch multiple times, you can 
inflict terrible burns. 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, Dex 17, Torch 
Weapon Mastery base attack bonus +8. 

Benefit: If you hit an opponent with your melee torch 
attack at least twice in the same round, you deal an 
additional 2d6 points of fire damage (or cold damage for 
witchlight torches). You can only deal this additional 
damage once each round. 
 

Extra Pyro Talent 

Through constant practice, you have learned another 
special pyro trick.  

Prerequisites: Pyro talent class feature. 

Benefit: You gain one additional pyro talent. You must 
meet all of the prerequisites for this pyro talent. 

Special: You can take Extra Pyro Talent multiple times. 
 

Extra Special Torches 

You are extremely adept and efficient at making special 
pyro torches.  

Prerequisites: Special torch class feature. 

Benefit: You can create three additional special torches per 
day. 

Special: You can take Extra Special Torches multiple times. 
Its effects stack. 

 

Extra Special Torch Attack 

You are particularly gifted and have learned an additional 
pyro special torch attack.  
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Prerequisites: Special torch attack class feature, knowledge 
of at least one pyro special torch attack. 

Benefit: You learn another pyro special torch attack, 
provided you meet the prerequisites. 

 

Flaming Weapon Master 

You are skilled with flaming weapons and are able to 
ignite opponents with them.  

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, base attack 
bonus +3. 

Benefit: When you hit an opponent with a weapon that 
you are proficient with and that has the flaming or flaming 
burst property, you re-roll all ones on fire damage 
caused by the weapon, and you have a chance to 
ignite the target.  The chance is the same as 
your chance to ignite targets with your pyro 
melee torch attack. Ignited targets suffer the 
same ignited fire damage as they would 
from your torch attack. If you have the 
immolation pyro special torch attack, targets 
are immolated when ignited by your 
flaming weapon. 
 

Inferno Torch 

Your blazing torches burn hotter than 
normal. 

Prerequisites: Pyro blazing torch special 
torch attack class feature, base attack bonus 
+5.  

Benefit: Your blazing torches inflict an 
extra 1d8 fire damage, instead of 1d4. At 
14th level, this improves to 2d6, and at 
18th level, it improves to 2d8. Also, 
creatures with light blindness or light 
sensitivity are affected by your blazing 
torches as if they were daylight spells. 
 

Inquisitor’s Fire 

Your zeal for hunting your faith’s 
enemies allows you to transform pyro 
torch fire damage into holy/unholy 
damage and empowers your inquisitor 

judgements.  

Prerequisites: Inquisitor judgement class feature, pyro 
torch attack or special torch attack class feature. 

Benefit: You gain a new “Inquisitor’s Fire”judgement. 
When using this judgement, half your fire damage from 
pyro torch attacks and special torch attacks is transformed 
into holy damage (or unholy damage, depending on your 
alignment) against outsiders and divine casters opposed to 
your alignment (good vs. evil), and undead. Neutral 
inquisitor/pyros must choose which type of opposed 
alignment this ability affects (good or evil) upon taking the 
feat, and once the choice is made, it cannot be changed. 
The holy damage is not subject to being reduced by 
resistance to fire-based attacks.  

In addition, you count half your pyro levels 
as inquisitor levels for determining the 
daily number of uses of all your inquisitor 
class judgement abilities. For example, a 
pyro 4/inquisitor 2 would count as a 4th 

level inquisitor for determining daily 
judgement uses. 

 
 

Master Fire Breather 

You have mastered the ability 
to breathe fire through your 

torches, and can do so with great 
effect. 

Prerequisites: Pyro fire breather 
special torch attack class feature, base 

attack bonus +5. 

Benefit: Your fire breather special torch 
attack ability inflicts 1d8 points of damage 

per two levels, instead of 1d6, and has a 
50% chance to ignite targets that fail their save, 

as if they had been ignited by your torch melee 
attack. You may also now imbibe the volatile 
alchemical liquid as a free action instead of a move 
action, though spitting the fire still requires a 
standard action. 

 

Master Imbuer 

When you use your special torch ability to imbue a 
weapon with the torch’s power, the weapon remains 
imbued for much longer. 
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Prerequisites: Any pyro special torch attack class feature 
that can be used to imbue a weapon (e.g., blazing torch, 
sparking torch, thundering torch, witchfire torch, etc.), base 
attack bonus +2. 

Benefit: When you use one of your special torches to 
imbue a weapon with its power, the duration of the 
imbuement is doubled. For example, when a 4th level pyro 
with this feat uses a blazing torch to imbue a weapon with 
the flaming ability, the weapon remains flaming for four 
minutes, instead of two minutes. Normally, a weapon 
remains imbued for only one minute per two pyro levels.  
In addition, you can now use a swift action to imbue a 
weapon. Normally, imbuing a weapon requires a standard 
action. 
 

Master Immolator 

Your experience settings thing on fire has taught you how 
to ignite targets for maximum effect, to ensure the flame 
spreads rapidly. 

Prerequisites: Pyro immolation special torch attack class 
feature, Torch Weapon Mastery or Master of Arson.  

Benefit: Your immolation special torch attack ability 
inflicts d6 additional damage per round instead of d4 (e.g., 
1d6, 2d6, 3d6, etc.) and the immolation lasts for five 
rounds, inflicting 5d6 damage on the fifth round with a +5 
to the extinguish DC.  
 

Master of Arson 

You have mastered the art of setting things ablaze. 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, base attack 
bonus +2.  

Benefit: Once per day, plus one additional time per two 
pyro levels, when you hit with a pyro torch attack, special 
torch attack or another pyro ability that has a chance of 
igniting the target, you may choose to automatically ignite 
the target, even if you did not roll high enough to do so. 
For attacks which may ignite multiple targets at once, such 
as sparking torch, you may automatically ignite more than 
one target, but each additional target counts toward your 
maximum daily uses.  
 

Rain of Sparks 

You are adept at making sparking torches that spew forth 
unbelievable amounts of sparks. 

Prerequisites: Pyro sparking torch special torch attack class 
feature, base attack bonus +5.  

Benefit: Your sparking torch special torch attack ability 
inflicts 1d6 point of damage per two levels, instead of 1d4, 
and the radius increases to 10ft.   
 

Searing Burns 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, base attack 
bonus +2.  

Benefit: When a target is ignited by any of your pyro  
abilities, it suffers terrible pain and must make a Will save 
(DC 10 + 1/2 your pyro level + your Intelligence or 
Dexterity modifier, whichever is higher) or it counts as 
sickened as long as it remains ignited, and for 1d4 rounds 
after the fire dies out or is extinguished. A target only has 
to make one save per round, regardless of how many 
times you ignite it in a single round. Any effect that 
removes sickening will stop the pain. Creatures that are 
immune to pain or critical hits are not affected, nor are 
those that take no fire damage due to energy resistance or 
immunity. 
 

Searing Critical 

Your searing critical hits cause system shock. 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, Torch 
Weapon Mastery, base attack bonus +8.  

Benefit: Whenever you score a critical hit with a lit torch 
and the target takes fire damage, the target is severely 
burned (or frostbitten for witchlight torches) and takes 2d6 
damage per round from life threatening system shock. 
System shock works like a bleed effect, but the damage 
comes from continually worsening shock instead of 
bleeding. System shock can be stopped by a successful DC 
15 Heal skill check or through the application of any 
magical healing. The effects of this feat stack. Undead, 
constructs, elementals and creatures that take no fire or 
cold damage from the attack (due to energy resistance or 
immunity) are immune to the system shock damage. 

Special: You can only apply the effects of one critical feat 
to a given critical hit unless you possess Critical Mastery. 

 

Supreme Fire Breather 

Your fire breathing ability is terrifyingly deadly. 
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Prerequisites: Pyro fire breather special torch attack class 
feature, Master Fire Breather, base attack bonus +8. 

Benefit: Your fire breather special torch attack ability 
inflicts 1d10 points of damage per two levels and the fire 
cone increases to 25ft.   
 

Supreme Immolator 

Your immolation ability has reached a near-fatal level. 

Prerequisites: Pyro immolation special torch attack class 
feature, Master Immolator.  

Benefit: Your immolation special torch attack ability 
inflicts d8 additional damage per round (e.g., 1d8, 2d8, 
3d8, 4d8, 5d8). 

 

Torch Weapon Mastery 

You have acquired deadly skill when using a torch as a 
bludgeoning weapon. 

Prerequisites: Pyro torch attack class feature, base attack 
bonus +3. 

Benefit: Increase the amount of bludgeoning damage dealt 
by your torches by one step (for example, 1d3 becomes 
1d4, 1d4 becomes 1d6, etc.). Your torch now has a critical 
threat range of 19–20, with a critical multiplier of ×2.  

Special: This feat can be taken multiple times. Each time, it 
increases the base bludgeoning damage dice of your 
torches by one step (to a maximum of 1d8), but it does not 
increase the threat range. However, it does not further 
increase the damage bonus. This feat does not stack with 
Improvised Weapon Mastery or Improved Critical. The 
improved threat range doesn't stack with any other effect 
that expands the threat range of a weapon. 
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New Pyro Talents 

Brimstone Mixture 

A pyro with this talent has learned how to use alchemy to 
infuse torches with the essence of ground 
brimstone and powdered holy symbols 
or holy water, enabling the torches to 
affect evil or good outsiders that are 
normally resistant or even immune 
to fire.  When using this mixture, 
torch fire damage and special torch 
attacks such as fire breather and 
immolation cause half fire and half 
holy or unholy damage to evil or 
good outsiders that are resistant or 
immune to fire. If the pyro has the 
fire arrows pyro talent, he may use 
this ability to infuse fire arrows and 
bolts, as well. A pyro must have 
access to a powdered holy symbol 
or holy water of a good or evil deity 
and a source of brimstone (sulfur). 
Brimstone is commonly found near 
natural hot springs or volcanoes and 
in hot outer planes. It may also be 
found in a combined form in many 
minerals, such as pyrite and galena. 
Brimstone can often be found for sale in 
exotic stores that sell spell components or 
alchemical items, usually for 50gp a pound. 
One pound of brimstone combined with one 
powdered holy symbol or flask of holy water 
produces enough mixture to infuse 3 torches (or 
6 arrows or bolts), which are considered holy or 
unholy based on the type of holy symbol/holy 
water used. The infusion lasts for one day before 
losing its potency. Creating this mixture requires a 
DC 15 Craft (Alchemy) check. Applying the mixture to 
a torch or arrow/bolt requires a standard or move action. 
 

Improved Torch and Steel 

A pyro that selects this talent gains Improved Two 
Weapon Fighting as a bonus feat. A pyro must be 6th level, 
have a Dex of 17, and have the Two-Weapon Fighting feat 
to take this talent. These prerequisites are a special 

exception to the standard Improved Two-Weapon 
Fighting feat prerequisites. 
 

Intimidator ( Ex)  

A pyro that selects this talent is adept at 
intimidating foes by threatening them with his 

fiery torch, flaming weapon, flask of oil, or 
alchemist’s fire. As long as the pyro is 
holding a lit torch, flaming weapon, vial of 
flammable oil or alchemist’s fire and it is 
visible to his target or the target can feel its 
heat, he gains a +4 competence bonus on 

Intimidate checks to demoralize a single 
opponent.  This bonus increases to +6 vs. 
creatures with fire vulnerability (or cold 
vulnerability for witchlight torches), light 
sensitivity or light blindness. Furthermore, 
the pyro can now demoralize an opponent 

in this way using either a move action or a 
standard action. Normally, demoralizing an 
opponent requires a standard action. 
Creatures with fire resistance/immunity (or 

cold resistance/immunity for witchlight 
torches) are not affected. 

 

Greater Torch and Steel  

A pyro that selects this advanced talent gains 
Greater Two Weapon Fighting as a bonus feat. A 
pyro must be 12th level, have a Dex of 19, and 
have the Improved Two-Weapon Fighting feat to 
take this talent. These prerequisites are a special 
exception to the standard Greater Two-Weapon 
Fighting feat prerequisites. 

 

Pyromania ( Ex)  

A pyro with this twisted talent exults in causing fires and 
gains a +2 morale bonus to attack rolls and Will saves 
when he ignites one or more opponents or a size Huge or 
larger structure. This bonus lasts as long as at least one 
opponent or structure remains ignited and the pyro can 
see them. Only non-good pyros may take this talent. 
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Shapeshifter Discussion 

Tip:  Optimizing the Shapeshifter 

 

Statistics 

Strength, Dexterity and Constitution are the most 
important statistics for a shapeshifter. Strength is 
paramount for hitting targets and dealing good damage, 
and will also be useful for climbing. Dexterity should be 
high to help the shapeshifter’s armor class, Reflex saves, 
and skills like Acrobatics, Fly and Stealth. A good 
Constitution score is important to bolster the 
shapeshifter’s hit points and Fortitude saves. 

Skills 

As a shapeshifter, you will have access to forms with all 
kinds of movement speeds such as climb, fly and swim, so 
putting ranks into related skills is useful. Ranks in 
Acrobatics, Perception and Stealth will also come in 
handy, especially if you want to be the party scout. Take 
ranks in Survival if you want to be a tracker. Take ranks in 
Ride for when you are in your natural form to gain the 
benefits of mounted combat. 

Feats 

Shapeshifters should focus on taking feats that enhance 
their abilities while assuming alternate forms, since that’s 
when they are most effective in combat. Several of these 
(Power Attack, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, etc.) are still 
useful to the shapeshifter when in human form and using 
hand-held weapons. 

 Several new feats designed specifically for 
shapeshifters (included in this web enhancement) are 
highly recommended: Aspect of the Beast, the 

Extended Form feats, and the Extra Form feats. 

 Improved Natural Armor and Improved Natural 

Attack offer nice boosts to the shapeshifter when 
assuming alternate forms. These are available to the 
shapeshifter at certain levels as class bonus feats, and 
carry certain restrictions. See the full Grimoire Viperian 
for details. 

 Power Attack and Cleave go hand-in-hand for most 
melee types, and will serve the shapeshifter well. 

 Hover and Flyby Attack are essential no-brainers for 
when the shapeshifter assumes flying forms. These are 
available to the shapeshifter at certain levels as class 
bonus feats, and carry certain restrictions. See the full 
Grimoire Viperian for details. 

 Combat Reflexes, Toughness, and Improved 

Initiative are all-around good feats for the 
shapeshifter. These are also available at certain levels 
as class bonus feats. 

 Weapon Focus (bite or claw, etc.,) if your GM will 
allow it to be used while in your alternate forms. 

 Vital Strike is useful anytime you move more than 
five feet and attack, and is nice for alternate forms that 
have only a single attack, like a boar. It also helps the 
shapeshifter when fighting in his natural form. 

 Lunge can be useful, especially when combined with 
alternate forms that already have reach. 

 Improved Grapple and Greater Grapple are nice 
when shapechanging into creatures with the Grab 
ability and size Huge creatures with big size bonuses 
to CMB and CMD. 

 Powerful Shape (UM) is good for the shapeshifter 
who plans to grapple or do CMB -dependent attacks a 
lot. 

 Dodge, Mobility, and Spring Attack for doing, you 
guessed it, spring attacks! The added defensive 
abilities from Dodge and Mobility will help the 
shapeshifter regardless of the form he’s using. 

 Furious Focus to mitigate your initial Power Attack 
penalty. 

 Step Up is handy when attacking casters and archers. 

 Blind-fight vs. enemies that are hard to see. 

 Improved Sunder and Improved Overrun can be 
useful for the shapeshifter. 

 Martial Weapon Proficiency, Medium Armor 

Proficiency and Heavy Armor Proficiency are nice for 
when the shapeshifter is in natural form or in an 
alternate form that can still use a hand-held weapon, 
like Form of the Mythical Beast [centaur or lamia]). 
However, typically the shapeshifter will be fighting in 
an alternate form that can’t wear armor or use hand-
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held weapons, so these feats may not be as optimal as 
others. Taking a single level of fighter will grant all 
these feats plus shield proficiency, while taking a level 
of barbarian or ranger grants all but heavy armor. 

Form Powers 

Form powers offer the shapeshifter some nice tricks. Form 
powers only become available at 5th level and every three 
levels after that, so they should be chosen carefully. All the 
listed form powers are nice and some will be more useful 
depending on the form assumed, but my personal 
favorites are: clear mind, damage reduction, knockback, 
nightvision, strength surge, terrifying howl, and uncanny 
dodge.  

Magic items 

Strength-, Dexterity- and armor-enhancing magic items 
should be high on your list of equipment. Examples 
include wild armor (see the “Shapeshifter ‘Wild’ Magic 
Items” section in this web enhancement), bracers of armor, 
rings of protection, beltsof giant strength, belts of physical 
might, belts of incredible dexterity, various  ioun stones and 
amulets of natural armor.  

Constitution and Will-save enhancing items are also great, 
such as belts of mighty constitution and cloaks of resistance.  

Druid’s vestments increase the number of times per day a 
shapeshifter can use Shapechange (see the “Shapeshifter 
‘Wild’ Magic Items” section). 

Magic items that give you a constant benefit even when in 
alternate form are invaluable, such as bracers, rings, hats, 
cloaks, and boots of haste or boots of striding and springing.  

When you are in natural form or Form of the Mythical 
Beast [centaur or lamia] form, having some magic 
weapons like a magic mace, spear or crossbow and a 
magic buckler will be extremely useful. 

Buff spells 

The shapeshifter benefits the most from buff spells that 
enhance their attack rolls, damage rolls, and bolster their 
armor class and hit points. Be nice to the casters in your 
party and they may be willing to provide you with some 
of these very nice buff spells:  

Aid, bear’s endurance, freedom of movement, haste, heroism, 
invisibility, shield of faith, and stoneskin are great boons for 
the shapeshifter, in any form. Rage is also good, though it 
does incur an armor class penalty. 

Magic fang and greater magic fang spells are excellent buffs 
for the shapeshifter when assuming animal or monster 
form. If the assumed form carries a Strength or Dexterity 
penalty due to size, offset them with bull’s strength and 
cat’s grace. Bloody claws (APG), natural rhythm (APG) and 
strong jaw (APG), provide damage boosts to natural 
attacks. Lockjaw (APG) is nice when assuming a form that 
doesn’t already have the Grab ability. Spider climb makes 
for one scary form and opens up a host of scouting, 
ambush and combat possibilities. 

In normal form, try to get barkskin, bull’s strength, cat’s 
grace, and enlarge person. Some of these are readily 
available to the shapeshifter thanks to his Monstrous 
Aspect ability.  

 

Tip:  Suggested Alternate Forms 

This section provides a list of suggested alternate forms 
the shapeshifter can assume using his Shapechange ability. 
This is by no means a list of all possible forms the 
shapeshifter can assume, but it does list many forms that 
offer superior speed, attacks and abilities compared to 
others of their type. 

Remember, once the shapeshifter reaches higher level, his 
Shapechange ability (which closely emulates the beast shape 
line of spells) provides more of an assumed form’s special 
abilities. Below is a breakdown of the abilities gained by 
level when assuming certain forms: 

 Shapeshifter level 2: darkvision, low-light vision and 
scent become available. 

 Shapeshifter level 5: flying animals become available. 

 Shapeshifter level 6: grab, pounce, and trip become 
available. 

 Shapeshifter level 8: burrow, blindsense, constrict, 
ferocity, grab, jet, poison, rake, trample, and web 
become available. 

 Shapeshifter level 10 – additional large magical beast 
form abilities become available: tremorsense, breath 
weapon, rend, roar, and spikes, along with resistances 
(and vulnerabilities). 

 If your GM will allow it, being able to add the Giant 
template to small and medium creatures gives the 
shapeshifter even more options when choosing 
possible forms. For example, a shapeshifter with the 
ability to assume of the form of a Large animal could 
take a Medium animal and apply the Giant template 
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to it, making it a Large animal. A size medium 
constrictor snake could be made into a giant (size 
Large) constrictor snake with some nice statistic and 
damage boosts. Similarly, a Small animal can be made 
into a Medium animal. This gets even more fun when 
applied to magical beasts. You get the idea! 
 

Animals - Small & Tiny 

Small and tiny animals are not the shapeshifter’s best bet 
for combat, and are typically assumed when you want to 
move around unseen or disguised, such as when scouting 
or spying. They do provide a nice bonus to Dexterity, 
though. Recommended small and tiny animals include:  

 Compsognathus (Bestiary 2) for its swim speed and 
poison;   

 Velociraptor (Bestiary 2) for its speed, number of 
attacks, and pounce;  

 Dog is really only useful for its scent but is handy for 
assuming an inconspicuous disguise in cities or 
villages; 

 Eagle is useful for its speed and fair attacks, and for 
blending in with common countryside wildlife;  

 Octopus is good for salt water environments, with its 
swim and jet ability, plus poisonous bite;  

 Monkey has a good climb speed and blends in with 
jungle wildlife or can serve as a disguise in the city if 
you can convince another party member to pose as 
your owner;  

 Rat and dire rat are decent city disguises, and the dire 
rat has a fair land, climb and swim speed. 

 

Animals -  Medium 

 Deinonychus (Bestiary 2) for its number of attacks, 
speed, and pounce. 

 Leopard for a fair number of decent attacks, grab, 
pounce, rake, and climb speed. 

 Squid for its speed, attacks, and grab. 

 Cheetah is useful for its speed and trip.  

 Constrictor snake is useful for its grab and constrict, 
making it a decent grappling form. 

 Monitor lizard for its decent swim speed, poison bite 
and grab. 

 Boar is a so-so choice with its single attack, but it does 
have a decent speed and ferocity. 

 Wolf/Hyena provide identical speed and both have 
trip. 
 

Animals -  Large 

 Dire tiger (smilodon/saber-tooth) is excellent for its 
high damage, pounce, and rake. 

 Brown (grizzly) bear is outclassed by the dire tiger, 
but is still decent with its speed, attacks and grab 
ability. It also blends in with the typical forest animals. 

 Dire ape for good climb speed and rend. 

 Dire bat for its good fly speed and blindsense. 

 Dire wolf for its speed and trip. However, it’s 
outclassed by the dire hyena due to reach. 

 Dire hyena has a nice speed, plus trip and reach. 
Otherwise, it’s practically identical to a dire wolf. 

 Crocodile is useful in the water, with a fair swim 
speed, grab and tail slap.  

 Dire wolverine is OK, with its multiple attacks and 
climb speed.  

 Giant frilled lizard is not too bad, with its climb speed 
and tail attack.  

 King cobra and emperor cobra (Bestiary 2), and the 
new Deadly Snakes from the Grimoire Viperian are 
useful for their poison ability. However, the Deadly 
Snakes count as one size larger than their actual size, 
for purposes of determining what level the 
shapeshifter can assume their form.  

 Heavy horse makes a good disguise, others can ride 
you, and you can wear barding. 

 

Animals -  Huge 

 Allosaurus (Bestiary 2) for its speed, damage, grab, 
pounce, rake and overall coolness factor. 
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 Elephant – mastodon has a decent speed plus gore, 
slam and trample. 

 Giant squid is simply frightening with its speed, jet, 
number of attacks, grab and constrict. 

 Elasmosaurus (Bestiary 2) is nice for its swim speed 
and extra long reach, though it’s outclassed by the 
giant squid. 

 Triceratops (Bestiary 2) has only a single attack but it 
inflicts high damage, and its trample can be fun. 

 Stegosaurus (Bestiary 2) has a single attack that 
inflicts fair damage, and has trip. 

 

Magical Beasts - Small 

 Aurumvorax (Bestiary 2) for sheer number of decent 
attacks plus resistances and ferocity;  

 Chupacabra (Bestiary 2) for decent attacks plus grab 
and pounce;  

 Darkmantle for grab and constrict;  

 Gryph (Bestiary 2) for flight and grab;  

 Voonith (Bestiary 3) for good number of attacks plus 
pounce. 
 

Magical Beasts -  Medium 

 Aranea (Bestiary 2) for good speed, poison and web; 

 Baku (Bestiary 3) for flight, resistances and decent 
attacks;  

 Bunyip for its swim speed and bleed;  

 Grodair (Bestiary 3) for swim, fair attacks and trip; 

 Krenshar (Bestiary 2) for bite and claws. 

 Trollhound (Bestiary 3) for decent speed, bite and trip. 
 

Magical Beasts -  Large 

 Ahuizotl (Bestiary 3) for decent attacks plus grab and 
rake;   

 Amphisbaena (Bestiary 2) for bite attacks, plus poison 
and cold resistance; 

 Ankheg for burrow and tremorsense ability;  

 Catoblepas for its bite, roar, hooves, trample, breath 
weapon and both land and swim speeds;  

 Chimera for numerous natural attacks plus fly and a 
breath weapon;  

 Death Worm (Bestiary 2) for breath weapon, poison, 
tremorsense, and immunity to acid and electricity; 

 Dragon horse (Bestiary 2) for decent natural attacks 
plus fly and a breath weapon;  

 Dragonne for fly, roar and pounce;  
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 Girallon for sheer multiple natural attacks plus rend;  

 Gorgon for decent attacks plus a nasty breath weapon;   

 Grey render for decent attacks plus grab and rend;  

 Griffon for flight, scent, pounce and rake; 

 Hodag (Bestiary 3) for decent attacks, reach and 
burrow; 

 Kamadan (Bestiary 3) for decent attacks, breath 
weapon, pounce; 

 Ki-rin (Bestiary 3) for flight, resistances and breath 
weapon;  

 Lammasu for flight, pounce and rake;  

 Leucrotta for good land speed plus good attacks and 
poison;  

 Manticore for flight, decent attacks and spikes;  

 Pegasus for fast flight;  

 Phase spider for climb, poison and grab;   

 Shedu (Bestiary 3) for flight, resistances, decent 
attacks plus trample;   

 Sleipnir (Bestiary 3) for very fast speed, multiple 
attacks, breath weapon, immunity to cold and fire 
resistance; 

 Sphinx (Androsphinx) for flight plus decent attacks 
including pounce, rake and grab;   

 Spider Eater (Bestiary 3) for flight, multiple attacks 
and poison; 

 Winter wolf for cold resistance, trip and breath 
weapon.  
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New Forms of the Mythical Beast 

Below are new high level options for the shapeshifter’s 
Form of the Mythical Beast ability.   

Sphinx ( Androsphinx)  

Requires level 14. The form provides a +6 size bonus to 
Strength, a +2 size bonus to Constitution, a -2 penalty to 
Dexterity, and a +6 natural armor bonus. The shapeshifter 
also gains the ability to cast bestow curse, calm emotions, 
resist energy and remove fear as spell-like abilities while in 
this form, using his shapeshifter level as his caster level. 
The benefits of resist energy end if he assumes a different 
form while it is in effect. Each of the spells may only be 
used twice per day, no matter how many times per day the 
shapeshifter can assume this form. Otherwise, this ability 
functions like beast shape IV. 

Thunderbird 

Requires level 15. The 
form allows the 
shapeshifter to change 
into a gargantuan 
thunderbird. The form 
provides a +8 size 
bonus to Strength, a 
+6 size bonus to 
Constitution, a -4 
penalty to Dexterity, 
and a +8 natural armor 
bonus. The shapeshifter 
also gains its stormsight, 
storm aura (but without 
lightning bolts), control weather 
and thunderbolt abilities, and complete 
immunity to electricity and sonic attacks. The shapeshifter 
uses his class level as his caster level for the control 
weather ability. Control weather and thunderbolt may only 
be used once per day, no matter how many times per day 
the shapeshifter can assume this form. Otherwise, this 
ability functions like beast shape IV. 

Sea Serpent 

Requires level 16. The form allows the shapeshifter to 
change into a gargantuan sea serpent. The form provides a 
+10 size bonus to Strength, a +8 size bonus to Constitution, 
a -4 penalty to Dexterity, and a +8 natural armor bonus. 
The shapeshifter also gains its darkvision 120ft., capsize 
and elusive abilities, complete immunity to cold and fire 
resistance 30. Otherwise, this ability functions like beast 
shape IV. 

Phoenix 

Requires level 18. The form allows the shapeshifter to 
change into a gargantuan phoenix. The form provides a 

+10 size bonus to Strength, a +8 size bonus to 
Constitution, a -4 penalty to Dexterity, 

and a +8 natural armor bonus. The 
shapeshifter also gains damage 

reduction 10/- and regeneration 
5 (cold, good or evil), shroud of 
flame, complete immunity to 
fire and vulnerability to cold. 
Shroud of flame lasts for 2d4 
rounds and may be used twice 
per day, no matter how many 
times per day the shapeshifter 
can assume this form. The 
shapeshifter also gains the 
ability to cast continual flame, 
cure critical wounds, see 

invisibility and wall of fire as spell-
like abilities, using his shapeshifter 

level as his caster level. The benefits of 
see invisibility end if he assumes a different form while it is 
in effect. Each of the spells may be used twice per day, no 
matter how many times per day the shapeshifter can 
assume this form. Otherwise, this ability functions like 
beast shape IV. 
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New Shapeshifter Feats 

The following new feats are designed for the shapeshifter 
base class. A shapeshifter can take one of these feats 
anytime he is eligible for a new feat. These feats should 
also be added to the shapeshifter’s list of class bonus feats. 
 

Aspect of the Beast ( APG)  

Shapeshifters may take the Aspect of the Beast feat from 
the Advanced Player’s Guide (APG). 

Prerequisite: For the shapeshifter, the feat prerequisits are: 
Shapechange class feature.  

Benefit: The benefits are the same as those listed under the 
Aspect of the Beast feat in the Advanced Player’s Guide. 
 

Extended Form of the Dragon 

You can assume dragon form for much longer. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Form of the Dragon class 
feature. 

Benefit: The duration of your Form of the Dragon ability 
increases to three minutes per level, instead of one minute 
per level.   
 

Extended Form of the Mythical Beast 

You can assume mythical beast form for much longer. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Form of the Mythical Beast class 
feature. 

Benefit: The duration of your Form of the Mythical Beast 
ability increases to five minutes per level, instead of one 
minute per level.   
 

Extended Giant Form 

You can assume giant form for much longer. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Giant Form class feature. 

Benefit: The duration of your Giant Form ability increases 
to three minutes per level, instead of one minute per level.   

Special: This feat can only be taken once. 
 

Extra Favored Form 

You are adept at assuming more effective forms than 
normal. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter favored form class feature. 

Benefit: You gain an extra favored form.   

Special: This feat can be taken multiple times. Each time 
you take the feat, it applies to a new form. 
 

Extra Form of the Dragon 

You can assume dragon form more often than normal. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Form of the Dragon class 
feature, base attack bonus +9. 

Benefit: You may use your Form of the Dragon ability two 
additional times per day.   
 

Extra Form of the Mythical Beast 

You can assume mythical beast form more often than 
normal. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Form of the Mythical Beast class 
feature, base attack bonus +5. 

Benefit: You may use your Form of the Mythical Beast 
ability two additional times per day.   
 

Extra Giant Form 

You can assume giant form more often than normal. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Giant Form class feature, base 
attack bonus +11. 

Benefit: You may use your Giant Form ability two 
additional times per day.   
 

Extra Shapechange 

You can assume animal and magical beast form more 
often than normal. 

Prerequisite: Shapeshifter Shapechange class feature, base 
attack bonus +2. 
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Benefit: You may use your Shapechange ability two 
additional times per day.   
 

Natural Spell 

Shapeshifters may take the Natural Spell feat.  

Prerequisite: For the shapeshifter, the feat prerequisites 
are: Wis 13, Shapechange class feature, ability to cast druid 
spells.  

Benefit: For multi-class druid/shapeshifters, this feat 
allows them to cast spells while in wild shape and while 
using the shapeshifter’s Shapechange, Form of the 
Mythical Beast or Form of the Dragon abilities.  
 

Powerful Shape ( UM)  

Shapeshifters may take the Powerful Shape feat from 
Ultimate Magic (UM). 

Prerequisite: For the shapeshifter, the feat prerequisites 
are: Shapechange class feature, shapeshifter level 8th or 
druid level 8th.  

Benefit: The benefits of this feat only apply when the 
shapeshifter is using his Shapechange ability, not Form of 
the Mythical Beast, Form of the Dragon or Giant Form.  

Special: For a multi-class druid/shapeshifter, the Powerful 
Shape feat only applies to 
either their druid 
wild shape ability 
or their 
shapeshifter abilities, 
not both. Upon taking 
the feat, a 
druid/shape-
shifter must 
decide which 
class to apply 
the feat to.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quick Wild Shape ( UM)  

Shapeshifters may take the Quick Wild Shape feat from 
Ultimate Magic (UM). 

Prerequisite: For the shapeshifter, the feat prerequisites 
are: Shapechange class feature, shapeshifter level 8th.  

Benefit: The benefits of this feat only apply when the 
shapeshifter is using his Shapechange ability, not Form of 
the Mythical Beast, Form of the Dragon or Giant Form.  

Special: For a multi-class druid/shapeshifter, the Quick 
Wild Shape feat only applies to either their druid wild 
shape ability or their shapeshifter Shapechange ability, not 
both. Upon taking the feat, a druid/shapeshifter must 
decide which class to apply the feat to.  
 

Shaping Focus ( UM)  

Shapeshifters may take the Shaping Focus feat from 
Ultimate Magic (UM). 

Prerequisite: For the multi-class shapeshifter, the feat 
prerequisites are: Shapechange class feature, Knowledge 
(nature) 5 ranks.  

Benefit: If you are a multiclassed shapeshifter, your 
Shapechange ability is calculated as though your 
shapeshifter level were two higher, to a maximum level 
equal to your character level. This feat only applies to your 
Shapechange ability, not Form of the Mythical Beast, Form 

of the Dragon or Giant Form.  

Special: For a 
multi-class 
druid/ 

shapeshifter, the 
Shaping Focus feat 

only applies to either their 
druid wild shape level or 

their shapeshifter 
Shapechange level, 

not both. Upon 
taking the feat, a 
druid/shape-
shifter must 

decide which class 
to apply the feat to. If they apply the feat to 

their druid class, it raises their effective wild shape level 
by four.  
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Shapeshifter “Wild” Magic Items

Druid’s Vestment 

Shapeshifters may wear druid’s vestments. This grants one 
more daily use of their Shapechange ability, but not their 
Form of the Mythical Beast, Form of the Dragon, or Giant 
Form abilities. 

Shifter’s Deadly Gloves 

These rugged magic gloves are often made of soft leather 
or fur, stylized with motifs of nature and animals.  They 
are prized by druids, shapeshifters and spellcasters who 
use transmutation magic to assume alternate forms.  

The gloves double the threat range of one of the wearer’s 
natural attacks while using wild shape, shapechange, 
Form of the Mythical Beast, Form of the Dragon, 
or Giant Form abilities, or the beast 
shape, polymorph, form of the dragon or 
giant form spells.  

Each set of gloves is attuned to one 
specific type of natural attack, 
such as claws, hooves, bite, gore, 
slam, etc. The increased threat range 
benefit doesn’t stack with any other 
effects that expand the threat range of a 
weapon (such as the keen edge spell or 
Improved Critical feat). The gloves also 
make the affected natural attack count as a 
magic weapon. 

Aura: Moderate transmutation; CL 6th; Slot: 
hands; Price: 16,000gp, Weight: -- 

Construction Requirements: Craft Magic Arms and Armor 
or Craft Wondrous Item, beast shape, keen edge; Cost: 
8,000gp. 

Shifter’s Wounding Gloves 

These magic gloves are made with pointed fingertips and 
frequently appear bloodstained.  

The gloves empower one of the wearer’s natural attacks 
with the wounding weapon ability when they are using 
wild shape, shapechange, Form of the Mythical Beast, 
Form of the Dragon, or Giant Form abilities, or the beast 
shape, polymorph, form of the dragon or giant form spells.  

Each set of gloves is attuned to one specific type of natural 
attack, such as claws, hooves, bite, gore, slam, etc. The 
bleed damage doesn’t stack with any other effects that 
cause bleeding. The gloves also make the affected natural 
attack count as a magic weapon. 

Aura: Moderate evocation; CL 6th; Slot: 
hands; Price: 16,000gp, Weight: 
-- 

Construction Requirements: 
Craft Magic Arms and Armor or 

Craft Wondrous Item, beast shape, 
bleed; Cost: 8,000gp. 

 

Wild Armor 

Shapeshifters may wear wild armor. For 
shapeshifters, wild armor works just like it 

does for a druid using wild shape.  
Whenever a shapeshifter equipped with wild 

armor is using his Shapechange, Form of the 
Mythical Beast, Form of the Dragon or Giant Form 
abilities, he gets the armor class benefits provided by the 
armor
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Errata/ Corrections 

The Errata/Corrections section provides some rule 
changes, clarifications and corrections. The rule changes 
and clarifications were needed to improve the playability 
of some of the book’s classes and prestige classes.  Last, 
there were a few typos and minor glitches that needed to 
be fixed.  

The shapeshifter required a minor boost to their low level 
alter self ability and their capstone shapechange ability. 

They pyro required a few clarifications, and the class’s 
torch imbuing duration was increased from rounds to 
minutes. The pyro also needed a good capstone ability. 

The Clan Warchief prestige classes were slightly revamped 
to improve their playability, and their daily rage use was 
corrected to reflect Pathfinder barbarian rules. Some other 
prestige classes were given improvements to their hit dice, 
BAB, and/or save progressions. Some also received special 
ability boosts. 

The Secrets of the Wind eldritch path feat was improved to 
increase the utility and daily uses of its special abilities. As 
it was previously designed, the feat did not add as much 
value as intended. 
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p. 8 Shapeshifter base class:  

The shapeshifter needs a bit of a boost in two areas: their 
alter self ability, which is their bread and butter at low 
level, and their capstone level 20 Shapechange ability. 
With that in mind, there are two official changes to the 
shapeshifter class: 

 Alter Self ability: change uses to 3/day instead of 
1/day 

 Level 20: Change Shapechange (10/day) to 
Shapechange (at will) 
 

p. 11 Shapeshifter Bonus Feats:  

 Bonus Feats: Replace “Agile” with “Acrobatic” on 
the list of bonus feats. Also add the shapeshifter 
feats included in the web enhancement section to 
the list. 
 

p. 14 Torch Attack ( Ex) :  

 Replace, “Extinguishing the flames requires a DC 
15 Reflex save. “ with  “Extinguishing the flames 
requires a Reflex save (DC 10 + 1/2 the pyro's 
level + the pyro's Intelligence or Dexterity 
modifier, whichever is higher).“ 

 Add the following sentence: “When thrown, 
torches have a range increment of 10 feet.” 

 At 5th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and 20th level, the 
pyro gains an additional +2 to his torch fire 
damage, torch ignited damage, and the DC to 
extinguish flames ignited by his torch, instead of 
+1. 
 

p. 15 Fire Breather Special Torch 

Attack 

 Add the following sentence: “Imbibing the 
alchemical liquid does not provoke an attack of 
opportunity.“ 

 The fire breather mixture can be created once per 
day plus one per two pyro levels, instead of per 
three pyro levels. 
 

p. 15 Immolation Special Torch Attack 

 The pyro must be at least 9th level to take the 
Immolation torch attack, not 8th level.  

 The Nero the pyro immolation example should be 
updated to read: “For example, Nero the 9th level 
pyro’s torch attack normally causes 1d4 
bludgeoning damage, plus 5 points of fire 
damage. When he ignites opponents, they suffer 
1d4+4 additional points of fire damage on the 
round they were hit and on the following round, 
then the flames die out. If Nero has the 
immolation attack, when he ignites a target it 
suffers 1d4+4 additional fire damage as normal on 
the first round. On the second round, the ignited 
target is immolated in flame and suffers 2d4+4 
damage. On the third round, the target suffers 
3d4+4 fire damage. On the fourth round, the target 
suffers 4d4+4 fire damage, then the flames die 
out.” 

 

p. 16 Smoking Torch 

 The first sentence should read, “Smoking Torch: 
The pyro applies his alchemist's stone to a torch, 
causing it to produce billowing clouds of choking 
smoke one round later.” 
 

p. 15&16 Blazing & SparkingTorches 

 When used to imbue a weapon, the duration of 
imbuement should be “one minute per two pyro 
levels,” instead of one round per two pyro levels. 
 

p. 16&17 Thundering & 

WitchlightTorches 

 When used to imbue a weapon, the duration of 
imbuement should be “one minute per two pyro 
levels,” instead of one round per two pyro levels. 
 

p. 17 Fire Arrows Talent 

 Add the following sentence: “Lit arrows and bolts 
last for five rounds before they are destroyed by 
the alchemical pitch.” 
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 Creating pitch for fire arrows requires 10gp in raw 
materials. The actual price of pitch is 30gp (300sp). 
To craft enough pitch for 6 arrows or bolts, pay 
1/3 the item’s price in silver pieces (10gp), then 
make a DC 20 Craft (Alchemy) check representing 
12 hours of work (or less for very high Craft rolls). 
This is different than the standard Craft rules 
where the Craft check represents one week of 
work. It only takes 12 hours to create this pitch, 
unless the Craft check fails. 
 

p. 19 Pyro Level 20 Capstone Ability 

Add the following level 20 pyro capstone ability: 

 “Master Pyro (Ex): Upon reaching 20th level, a 
pyro becomes incredibly deadly at igniting 
opponents.  
    The pyro's ignition range for melee torch attacks 
and fire arrows increase by one. This means the 
pyro's torch ignites on a roll of 17-20, and 
fire arrows ignite on a roll of 
18-20.  
    In addition, ignited 
targets now suffer double 
fire damage (or cold 
damage for witchlight 
torches) each round 
whenever they are ignited by 
one of the pyro's torch melee 
attacks, special torch attacks (e.g., 
immolation or sparking torch), or fire arrows. 
Each round a target fails to extinguish the flames 
and suffers fire damage, it also suffers 1d2 Con 
damage.” 
 

p. 20 Bear Clan Warchief 

 Bear’s Essence: “At 1st level, the bear clan warchief 
gains a +1 bonus on all Strength- and 
Constitution-based skill checks” should be 
replaced with “At 1st level, the bear clan warchief 
gains a +2 bonus on all Strength-based skill 
checks.” 

 Bear Hug: “He can also use a fearsome bear hug 
attack on opponents equal to his size or up to two 
sizes smaller” should be replaced with “He can 
also use a fearsome bear hug attack on opponents 
of up to his size.” 

 Bear Hug: Add the following, “When the bear clan 
warchief performs a bear hug grapple and beats 
his opponent’s CMD, his opponent is sickened 
from pain for one round, in addition to any 
damage caused by the grapple.” 

 “+1 rage/day” and “Rage Power” should be 
replaced with “Rage Improvement: At 5th, 6th and 
8th level, the bear clan warchief can either choose a 
new barbarian rage power, or he can use his 
barbarian rage four additional rounds per day.” 

 Add the following: “Indomitable Will (Ex): At 8th 
level, the bear clan warchief gains the barbarian’s 
Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 21 Black Lord 

 The prestige class requirements should be: “4 
levels of wizard or sorcerer and 1 level of fighter 

or anti-paladin.” 

 The black lord’s hit points should be 
d10, not d8. 

 Bonus Spell:  At every even level, 
the black lord learns a bonus 
spell of any level he can cast, 

chosen from the black lord spell 
list. 

 Command the Darkness: all Command 
the Darkness abilities should be usable 

three times per day. 

 Shadow Armor: The black lord’s shadow armor 
ability that emits cold inflict 2d6 damage per three 
caster levels, instead of 2d6 damage total, and a 
successful save reduces the damage by half, 
instead of negating it. The cold effect moves with 
the black lord. 

 The black lord’s BAB and Fort save progression 
should be +1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  

 

p. 26 Cobra Master 

 The cobra master’s BAB progression should be: 
+1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8. 
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p. 30 Eagle Clan Warchief 

  “+1 rage/day” and “Rage Power” should be 
replaced with “Rage Improvement: At 5th and 8th 
level, the eagle clan warchief can either choose a 
new barbarian rage power, or he can use his 
barbarian rage four additional rounds per day.” 

 Prestige Class Table: The eagle clan warchief 
should have a full BAB, starting at +1 instead of +0 
as shown in the prestige class table.  

 Add the following: “Indomitable will: At 8th level, 
the bear clan warchief gains the barbarian’s 
Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 32 Earth Lord 

 Bonus Spell:  At every odd level, the earth lord 
learns a bonus spell of any level he can cast, 
chosen from the earth lord spell list. 

 The earth lord’s BAB progression should be +1, 
+2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  

 The Earth Lord spell list for 0-level spells should 
state, “0 level – all level 0 sorcerer/wizard spells, 
except air-related spells.” 
 

p. 35 Fire Lord  

 “Intelligence or Charisma: 16+” should be 
“Intelligence or Charisma: 15+.” 

 Bonus Spell:  At every odd level, the fire lord 
learns a bonus spell of any level he can cast, 
chosen from the fire lord spell list. 

 The fire lord’s BAB progression should be +1, +2, 
+3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  

 The Fire Lord spell list for 0-level spells should 
state, “0 level – all level 0 sorcerer/wizard spells, 
except water-related spells.” 
 

p. 37&38 Horse Clan Warchief 

 Excellent Horsemanship: Add the following to this 
ability, “The horse clan warchief’s riding skill is so 
great that he may use the Ride skill even while 
raging. “ 

 Replace “Rage Power” at 4th level and “+1 
rage/day” at 8th level with the following: “Rage 
Improvement: At 4th and 8th level, the horse clan 
warchief can either choose a new barbarian rage 
power, or he can use his barbarian rage four 
additional rounds per day.” 

 Prestige Class Table: The horse clan warchief 
should have a full BAB, starting at +1 instead of +0 
as shown in the prestige class table.  

 Add the following: “Indomitable Will (Ex): At 8th 
level, the horse clan warchief gains the barbarian’s 
Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 47 Knight of Entropy 

 Corrupted Weapon: The corrupted weapon’s 
attack roll bonus increases to +2 at 4th level, and 
+4 at 9th level. 

 The knight of entropy’s BAB progression should 
be: +1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8. 
 

p. 51 Knight of the Lion Rampant 

 Bonus Feats: The knight of the lion rampant gains 
one combat bonus feat at every even level. The 
knight may select any combat feat, even those 
normally restricted to fighters only. 

 The knight of the lion rampant should have a full 
BAB progression (+1, +2, +3, +4, etc.). 

 

p. 59 Python Master 

 The python master’s BAB progression should be: 
+1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8. 
 

p. 57&58 Panther Clan Warchief 

 Rage Improvement: should state, “At 4th and 8th 
level, the panther clan warchief can either choose a 
new barbarian rage power, or he can use his 
barbarian rage four additional rounds per day.” 

 Prestige Class Table: The panther clan warchief 
should have a full BAB, starting at +1 instead of +0 
as shown in the prestige class table.  
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 Rage Improvement should start at 4th level, 
instead of 5th level 

 At 5th level, add Evasion as a class ability. 

 Level 9 damage reduction should be 2/-, instead 
of 1/-. 

 The level 10 ability “Pounce (two extra attacks)” 
should read, “Panther Charge (two extra attacks).” 

 Add the following: “Indomitable Will (Ex): At 8th 
level, the panther clan warchief gains the 
barbarian’s Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 65 Serpent Warlock 

 The serpent warlock’s hit points should be d8, not 
d6. 

 The serpent warlock’s BAB progression should be: 
+1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  

 The serpent warlock’s Reflex save progression 
should be: +2, +3, +3, +4, +4, +5, +5, +6, +6, +7. 
 

p. 69 Silent Adder 

 The silent adder’s BAB progression should be: +1, 
+2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8. 
 

p. 70 Snake Clan Warchief 

 Master Ambusher: Add the following to this 
ability: “A snake clan warchief gains a +2 bonus 
on attack rolls in surprise rounds.” 

 Rage Improvement: The snake clan warchief gets a 
rage improvement at 6th and 8th level, instead of 
just 8th. 

 Prestige Class Table: The snake clan warchief 
should have a full BAB, starting at +1 instead of +0 
as shown in the prestige class table.  

 Add the following: “Indomitable Will (Ex): At 8th 
level, the snake clan warchief gains the barbarian’s 
Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 73 Snake Cult Leader 

 Replace “Camouflage Power (Su)” with “Hide in 
Plain Sight (Su): At 3rd level, the snake cult leader 

can change the coloration of herself and her 
equipment to match her surroundings, allowing 
her to hide in plain sight. This ability works the 
same as a shadow dancer’s.” 

 Serpentine Body II: the bite attack also inflicts 
poison (Fort DC 15 + the snake cult leader’s 
Wisdom modifier + the snake cult leader’s 
prestige class level; frequency 1/round for 4 
rounds; effect 1d2 Con; cure 1 save). 

 The snake cult leader’s snake staff duration should 
be 1 minute per level, not 1 round per level. 

 The snake cult leader’s BAB progression should 
be: +1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  

 The snake cult leader’s  Reflex save progression 
should be: +2, +3, +3, +4, +4, +5, +5, +6, +6, +7. 

 

p. 76 Storm Knight 

 Bonus Spell: The storm knight learns a bonus spell 
at levels 3, 5, 7 and 9. 

 The storm knight’s BAB progression should be +1, 
+2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  
 

p. 77 Temple Assassin 

 The temple assassin’s BAB progression should be 
+1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, +6, +7, +8.  
 

p. 79 Winter Warlock 

 The winter warlock should have d8 hit points 
instead of d6.  

 Cold Focus: the winter warlock’s save bonuses vs. 
cold spells and DCs for casting cold spells should 
be +2, not +1. 

 The winter warlock’s BAB and Reflex save 
progression should be +1, +2, +3, +3, +4, +5, +6, 
+6, +7, +8. 

 

p. 83 Wolf Clan Warchief 

 Replace “+1 rage/day” with, “Rage Improvement: 
At 4th, 6th and 8th level, the wolf clan warchief 
can either choose a new barbarian rage power, or 
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he can use his barbarian rage four additional 
rounds per day.” 

 Prestige Class Table: The wolf clan warchief 
should have a full BAB, starting at +1 instead of +0 
as shown in the prestige class table.  

 Add the following: “Indomitable Will (Ex): At 8th 
level, the wolf clan warchief gains the barbarian’s 
Indomitable Will ability.” 
 

p. 85 Caragh Snake Tamer:  

 Caragh’s rage uses should be “rage 15 
rounds/day” instead of “2/day.” His rage powers 
are: low-light vision & powerful blow. Replace 
“hard to surprise” with “master ambusher.” 
 

p. 96 Secrets of the Wind:  

 Wind Levitation, Deflecting Wind, and Wind 
Voice are each usable twice per day, instead of 
once per day. 

 Add the following clarification after the first 
sentence of each ability description: “You may use 
this ability only while the spell is in effect.” For 
spells with an instantaneous duration, the listed 
rules still apply: you can use the feat’s abilities 
within one round of casting the instantaneous 
spell (i.e., on your next round). 

 Wind Levitation ability: Using this ability requires 
an immediate action, not a move action. The 
distance you can levitate should be 20ft., instead of 
10ft. 

 

p. 104 Cleric spell list:  

 Add the [Death] and [Evil] descriptors to the 
Deathly Familiar spell. 

 

p. 105 Druid spell list:  

 Add the [Evil] descriptor the to the Deadly 
Nightshade spell. 

 

p. 105 Paladin spell list:  

 Add Chariot of the Warlord to the 2nd level paladin 
spell list. 
 

p. 126 Serpentine Whip ( lesser and 

greater)  

 Poison from the poisonous bite lasts for only one 
round. 

 

p. 135 Greater Signs ( Wizard Arcane 

School Powers)  

 “The bearer uses his Intelligence modifier for 
determining bloodline spell DCs” should be 
changed to, “The bearer uses his Intelligence 
modifier for determining spell DCs.” The word 
“bloodline” needs to be removed because the 
sentence refers to wizard schools. 
 

p. 162 Hydran Serpent template:  

 The word, “A” is missing from the first sentence. 
It should read, “A hydran serpent is a snake with 
multiple heads.” 
 

p. 164 Serpentine Undead template:  

 Serpentine undead do not retain the supernatural 
abilities of the base creature. The first sentence 
should read, “A serpentine undead creature uses 
all the base creature’s statistics and extraordinary 
abilities, except as noted here.”     
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Updated Grimoire Viperian 

Now you might be asking, “I already own the first version 
of the Grimoire Viperian. Can I get an updated copy that 
includes these errata changes?” 

The answer is Yes! Future versions of the Grimoire Viperian 
will contain the spell lists, feats, shapeshifter forms, pyro 
talents, magic items and corrections from the Grimoire 
Viperian Web Enhancement & Errata PDF. This updated 

version will include “2nd Publishing” on its inside title 
page.  

If you purchased the original version of the Grimoire 
Viperian and would like to request a free updated version, 
visit the “Grimoire Viperian” or “Downloads” pages at 
www.magicskullgames.com for information.

http://www.magicskullgames.com/
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such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open 
Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product 
Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall 
retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity. 

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate 
which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content. 

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated 
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to 
copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under 
any version of this License. 

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy 
of the Open Game Content You Distribute. 

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game 
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission 
from the Contributor to do so. 

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms 
of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, 
judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game 
Material so affected. 

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply 
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